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A Certificate as to the Particulars of Objections, except as to the Specification
of Ogden's Patent, was given. The costs of an application lor leave to deliver a
Reply, which the Plaintiffs did not deliver, were made costs in the cause.
A Certificate that the validity of the Patent came in question was refused.

IN THE COURT OF APPEAL.

Before THE MASTER OF THE ROLLS AND LORDS JUSTICES WARRINGTON

AND YOUNGER.

June 22nd, 23rd, 24th, 27t,h and 28th; and July 29th, 1921.

BRITISH "SPIRO" TURBINE LD. v. SULLIVAN MACHINERY COMPANY.

5

Patent. - Action for infringement. -- Novelty. - Subject·..matter. - Infringe- 10
ment found.-Patent held invalid for want of subject-matter.-~Action dismissed.

-Appeal dismissed.

In 1911 a Patent was granted for" Improvements in and relaiinq to 'rotary

" engines." Olaim 1 of the Specification was as follows :-" A rotary enqine

•• comprising rotors mounted on shafts and having intermeshing toothed blades 15
,. on their peripheries so as to form closed pockets or buckets wh,ich increase in

" volume as the rotors rotate, and a port located in a member through which

" port motive fluid is supplied to the buckets, characterised by the fact that the

" toothed blades are arranqed in the form of continuous helices thereby allowing

" expaneion. of the motive fluid to be continuous," Olaim 4 was as follows:- 20
" A rotary engine as claimed in Olaim 1, wherein each rotor is provided with

" a set of right-handed and left-handed. blades all springing from the same

" transverse plane, the fluid admission port or ports for each pair of rotors being

., located in a member or member'S arromqed longitudinally of the rotors and
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" adapted to cover a portion of the periphery of adjacent rotors, substan.tially

" as set forth." In an action for infringement of the Patent, the Defendants

denied infringement and alleged that the Patent was invalid for want of
novelty and subject-matter, and relied, in particular, upon. the Specification

5 of B., describing a rotary engine with stepped teeth arranged in helical lines.

At the trial. it was held that the Defendants had infringed; but that the

Plaintiffs' engine did not give amy new result J' tha·t it was not more economical

in the consumption of motive fluid, or more inexpensive to manuiaciure, or

more, durable, than B's enqine ; that at the date of the Patent smooth blades,

10 such as those in the Plaintiffs' engine, were a known equinaleru. of the stepped

teeth in B's engine; and that the Patent was invalid for want of subject

matter. The action was dismissed 'toith costs, and a Certificate as to S01ne of"

the Particulars of Objections was qranted, The Plain.tiffs appealed, arui at

the hearing of the appeal the Defendants did not contest the alleqaiion of

15 inirinqerneni:

Held, that the Patent was invalid' for want of subject-matter, and by

YOUNGER L.J. that it had been anticipated by the Specification of B''s Patent,

The a.ppeal was dismissed uiith. costs.

On the 25th of May 1911 Letters Patent (No. 12,623 of 1911) were granted
20 to John Herbert Van Deiienier and the Buffalo Forge Com.poms; for" Improve

" merits in and relating to rotary engines." The Complete Specification, so
far as it is material for this report, will be found in the report of the trial
(ante, p. 132).

The Patentees claimed :-" 1. A rotary engine comprising rotors mounted
25 "on shafts and having intermeshing toothed blades on their peripheries so

" as to form closed pockets or buckets which increase in volume as the rotors
"rotate, and a port located in a, member through which port motive fluid
" is supplied to the buckets, characterised by the fact that the toothed blades.
" are arranged in the form of continuous helices thereby allowing expansion

30 "of the motive fluid to be continuous. 2. A rotary engine as claimed in
" Claim 1, wherein the fluid admission port is arranged in a, member adjacent
" the ends of intermeshing rotors, substantially as described. 3. A rot-ary
" engine as claimed in Claim 2, wherein a plurality of pairs. of different sized
" rotors are employed and the exhaust, motive fluid from one pair is led to-

35 "the admission port of a succeeding pair, substantially as described.
,: 4. A rotary engine as claimed in Claim 1, wherein each rotor is provided with
" a set of right-ha.nded and left-handed blades all springing from the same
.. transverse plane, the fluid admission port or ports for each pair of rotors being-
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.Pf~ .9.

, .. located in a member or members arranged longitudinally of the rotors and
" adapted to cover a, portion of the periphery of adjacent rotors, substantially
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" as set forth. 5. A rotary engine as claimed in Claim 1, wherein each rotor
" is divided into three or more sections, the blades of alternate sect/ions being
" similarly disposed, and means for admitting motive fluid to the pockets formed
" by the blades of adjacent sections of intermeshing rotors in such a manner

5 "as to produce reversal of the engine. 6. A rotary engine as claimed in
" Claim 5, wherein the fluid admission ports adapted to supply motive fluid
" to operate the engine in one and the reverse.direction are disposed on opposite
" sides of adj acent rotors, substantially as set, forth. 7. The improved rotary
"engine, substantially as hereinbefore described and as illustrated in the

10 " accompanying Drawings."
On the 31st of July, 1920, the British" Spiro" Turbine Ld. commenced an

action for infringement of the Patent against the Sullivan Machinery Oompany,
claiming the usual relief.

The Plaintiffs, by their Statement of Claim, alleged that (1) they were the
15 registered legal owners of the Patent, and (2) the Defendants had infringed and

threatened and intended to infringe the Patent. By their Particulars, of
Breaches they alleged that, the Defendants had sold and offered and advertised
for sale in this Realm since the date of the Patent air-driven rotary engines
for driving coal-cutting machinery that were constructed in accordance with

20 the invention described in the Complete Specification and in infringement of
all the Claims. Instances of the type of infringement complained of were
given, and will be found set out ante, p. 136.

The Defendants, by their Defence, said as follows :-(1) They admitted the
allegations in paragraph 1 of the Statement of Claim. (2) They admitted the

25 sales of the rotary engines as mentioned in paragraph 1 (c), (b) and (c) of the
Particulars of Breaches, but, denied that, those engines, or any of them, infringed
the Patent. The Defendants had not infringed or threatened to infringe,nor
did they intend to infringe the Patent. (3) The Patent, was, and always had
been, invalid. By their Particulars of Objections they said as follows. :-(1) The

30 alleged invention was not novel at the date of the Patent by reason of:
(.A.) Prior publication; (B) Prior common general knowledge. Particulars of
(A) were as follows :-1'he alleged invention had been published in this Realm
prior to the date of the Patent :-(i) By the deposit in the Patent Office Library
of the following Specifications, the whole of each of which was relied upon

35 against all the Claiming Clauses of the Complete Specification :-(inter alia*)
British Specifications (including the Provisional Specifications), (c) Backstrom
(No. 28737 of 1896), and (d) Paine (No. 17826 of 1899); Unit,ed States
Specifications-(g) Blazer (No. 916,258). (ii) By the deposit, in the Patent
Office Library and the issue and sale to the public of the following books and

40 documents, namely:-(in,ter alia) (k) " The Mechanics of Machinery " (1886
edition), by Alex. B. lIV. Kennedy, pages 130 and 131, would be relied upon.
(l) "The Elements of Machine Design" (1903 edition), by W. Cauiihorne
Unwin, pages 420 to 424, inclusive, of Part I would be relied upon. The
above-mentioned portions of the said books and documents would be relied upon

45 against all the Claiming Clauses of the Complete Specification of the said
Letters Patent. (2) The alleged invention was not proper subject..matter for
Letters Patent. The Defendants would rely thereunder upon common general
knowledge and upon all the Specifications, books and documents referred to in
paragraph 1 thereof. (3) The alleg-ed invention was not. useful.

* The Particulars of Objections are fully set out, ante, pp. 140 and 146.
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Passages and Drawings taken from the Complete Specification of Bnclcsirom. 's
British Patent (No. 28,737 of 1896) referred to in paragraph (1) (i) of the
Particulars of Objections will be found set out ante, pp. 137 and 138.

The action came on for trial on the 8th of March, 1921, before Mr. Justice
P.O. Lawrence, who held that the Defendants had infringed; but that the 5·
Plaintiffs J engine did not give any new result; that it was not, more economical
in the consumption of motive fluid, or more inexpensive to manufacture, or
more durable, than Backstrom's engine; that at the date of the Patent smooth
blades, such as those in the Plaintiffs' engine, were a, known equivalent of the
stepped teeth in Backetroni'e engine; and that the Patent was invalid for want 10
of subject-matter. The action was dismissed with costs, and a Certificate
as to some of the Particulars of Objections was granted (ante, page 13J) .

.The Plaintiffs appealed.
The appeal came on for hearing on the 22nd of June, 1921.
Hunter Gray R.C. and Courtney Terrell (instructed by Peter Thomas & 15

Clark, agents for Sim.pson. & Curtis of Leeds), appeared for the Appellants;
Sir Arthur Colejaa: K.C., Sir Duncan Kerly R.C. and J. vVhitehead (instructed
by Brisiouis, Cooke & Carpmae.l) appeared for the Respondents.

Gr,ay K.C. for the Appellants.-Backstron~'sengine has been supposed to
deprive the Patent of subject-matter : but between 1896, the date of Backstrom's 20,
Patent, and 1~11, the date of the Plaintiffs', not a single Backstrom engine was
made; a modification of it was made after 1911. Bockeirom'e Specification,
instead of depriving the Plaintiffs' Patent of subject-matter, shows that it, has
subject-matter. Deuenier'e engine is much simpler and cheaper, and but for
its introduction, Backstrom's engine would never halve been more than a 25·
paper invention. Reciprocating engines have many moving part'S, which are
apt- to go wrong, especially where, as in mines, there is much dust. They are
dangerous where the dust is inflammable; and in such places electric motors
cannot be used without precautions. against fire being taken. A simpler engine
was much wanted, and the Plaintiffs' engine supplied the want. It was the 30,
first rotary engine that was ever made. Its most useful application in this
country is in coal mines. The claim of the Plaintiffs' Patent is narrow, but
the Defendants have infringed it. It is not, suggested that any of the prior
devices were made commercially. Many of them were failures. The com
mercial form of Backeirom.:e engine, the Jeffrey engine, was made with teeth 35
smaller than those- originally described. As to the cost of the Plaintiffs' and
the Defendants' machines, Sir D. Clerk said that if they were both made in
bulk, there would not be much difference of cost" The engine is sold as a
small part of the plant, If it was known that a, continuous helix was equivalent
to a zig-zag helix, -why did not Backstrom claim it.? If his. Specification was 40,
read, why was his machine not put on the market? He may halve had the
idea that it was necessary to have surfaces at right-angles to the direction of
motion. The Defendants do not say that any of' the prior Specifications other
than Backstrom'8 was an anticipation. Paine's Specification is admittedly
not of any importance; the engine would not work for any length of time. 45
Blazer's device is very different, from the Plaintiffs"; the driving is obtained,
not from the spiral, but from t;he toothed wheels, the spirals merely forming
pockets. Cutting "helical teeth, as opposed to casting them, was well known.
The teeth could be made by hand. The two books put in as prior publications
do not harm the Plaintiffs ; they show that no one had done what the Plaintiffs 50
have done. Backstrom's Patent, expired in 1910, and it was open to anyone in
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the country to make his engine. The reason for their not doing so must have
been that they knew ithat the Plaintiffs' engine was better. For a, machine
or a process to be an invention it must bave three essential elements-it, must
be novel, useful and not obvious, having regard to the state of knowledge, "at,

:> the date of it. For novalty, there must, not be substantial identity, Utility
was not challenged. The third ground is the most difficult, because of the
difficulty of proving that one is not affected by the subsequent knowledge.
'I'here had' been a demand for many years, and many attempts to solve the
problem. Backstrom's Specification is the high-water mark of anticipation,

10 and in it continuous helices were expressly excluded. If Backstrom had
increased the number of teeth until he had continuous helices he would have
had the same construction as that of the J effl'ey machine. It is essential
to his idea to preserve the teeth and the piston form. He showed five helices,
and said that one may have fewer; if he had thought, that the continuous

l~ helices were even workable he would have claimed them. If one can make the
Plaintiffs' engine in small quantities more cheaply than one can make
Backstrom's, that, is sufficient to support the Patent, even though one cannot
make it more cheaply in bulk. Laiorence J. has confused the use of helical
gearing for the transmission of power with its use as an engine. He can hardly

20 have meant that the Patent was invalid for want of novelty. If the Plaintiffs'
engine were only as simple and as economical as Backetrom:e, the fact. that it
gives the public a useful choice would constitute good subject-matter. The
complication of parts in Backsircm's engine makes it. obvious that the
Plaintiffa' engine would be simpler to make. Their invention is not of doubtful

25 or trifling utility. In 1896 Backstrom's engine was not, a known equivalent
of the Plaintiffs' engine. It is reasonably plain that Backstrom, had the piston
idea, and the public seems to have thought that, his engine was not, practical.
He deliberately chose the stepped form.

Terrell followed.--The Plaintiffs' combination consists of a pair of rotors
30 mounted on shafts, with continuous intermeshing helical toothed blades, and a

member with an admission port, all co-operating to produce closed and
continuously expanding pockets. The invention is narrow and specific, end
exact.lywhat the Defendants have done. Louirence J. said that, when it was
shown rthat continuous expansion was obtained in the Backstrom engine, the

35 bottom of the Plaintiffs' invention fell out. But the Patentees do not claim
either continuous expansion or continuous helices; they claim the combina
tion. The helical toothed blade is pew, and gives a new combination. ' The.
legal requirements •• as to sta,ting what is old and what is new were discussed
in Briti.sh United Shoe Company v. Fussell ((1908) 25 R.P.C. 631), and the

40 old objection that a patent is invalid because the patentee has not distin
guished between the-old and the new was destroyed. Even if the Patentees
were' wrong in ,thinking that continuous expansion was new, that would not
militate against the Patent. The test is whether the result is obtained, not
whether it is novel. It is not contested that the expansion is continuous.

45 The engine does all that is claimed for it. As to subject-matter, the novelty,
as compared with Backstrom, is the use of smooth helical intermeshing blades
as against the stepped blades. As to Paine' s device, in it. there is no inter
meshing, and it was not intended for power transmission. It is unsound
in law to say that the Plaintiffs' device gives no advantage in cost of manu-

2 A.
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facture or otherwise, and that. therefore there is no subject-matter. It is
not necessary for the inventor to make an engine that is better than prior
engines. It is immaterial whether the Plaintiffs are claiming continuous
expansion or not. It is not for the Plaintiffs to prove the validity of the
Patent; it is for the Defendants to disprove it. Whether the Specification :>
claims that the invention does or does not possess a particular quality is
immaterial to validity; and, even if cheapness of construction were not obtained,
that also would be immaterial. [Alsop's Patent ((1907) 24 R.P.C. 733, at
p. 752, was referred to.] ....As to the contention that it was obvious to get the
Plaintiffs' device from the stepped helical gears, all that was known was 10
the mathematical equivalence of helical gears and continuous gears. There
was not any suggestion that, before Deoenier's engine, smooth helical gears
could be used to produce smooth helical pockets. The question of analogous
user was dealt with in Brooks v. Larnplugh ((1897) 15 R.P.C. --33, at p. 48).
Here, smooth gear-wheels have been used in a way in which they have not 15
been used before. The invention is new and useful, it' has satisfied a long
felt want, and it, cannot be said to be obvious. It is practically admitted
that the invention is in fact new, and it is useful in the sense of performing
all the functions claimed for it, and in the sense of providing a useful alterna-
tive to the old methods of solving the problem. In it, smooth continuous 20
helices are used for a purpose for which they have never been used before.
Even if the invention is not better than the inventions that preceded it, that
does .nob destroy its validity. [liVelsbach Oompany v. New Incandescent Oom
pany ((1900) 17 R.P.C. 237, at p. 252) was referred to.] It is not to be
inferred thanbecause, when once the idea of using continuous helices had been 25
suggested, the application of the idea was obvious, the idea itself was obvious.
[Hickton's Syndicate v. Patents Oompany ((1909) 26 B.P.C.339, at p. 347)
was referred to.] It was difficult to see that a continuous helix would give
an air-seal. When Backstrom. was working on the problem the idea of smooth
helical gears did not occur to him. [WARRINGTON L.J.-He seems to have 30
regarded each step as the equivalent of a piston.] His device would lead
away from the smooth helix, rather than towards it. The Defendants are
free to use his engine, but they do not wish to do so; the infringement makes
the utility obvious. And it is a clear case of sufficient subject-matter.

Sir Arthur Cole/ax R.C. for the Respondents. The questions that arise are: ,35
What is the true construction of the Specification? Upon that construe
tion, has not the claim been anticipated ? Or if it has not, is there any inven
tive step, considering the state of the art at. the. date of the Patent? It is
said that there was not, at that. date, in operation in this country, a rotary
engine operating by the expansion of the motive fluid, but that is specula- 40
tive. The term" continuous" is not defined in the Specification, but. it must
have the same meaning in ite application to expansion as it has in its applic
ation to helices. The Defendants are prepared to assume that the two
features claimed are continuous helices and continuous expansion. They do
not accept the suggested construction of Claim 1, though the construction 45
is doubtful. They deny that they have infringed Claim 4. Blazer's Speci
fication seems to bear on Claim 10. In Backstrom's Specification, the
expression "intermeshing toothed blades" is susceptible of two meanings.
His Speeitication is a complete anticipation of Claim 1. .A.s to continuous
helices, there is no dispute. Backstrom has continuous expansion, and the 50
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only distinction that the Plaintiffs. have attempted to make is that he has.
not smooth-sided helices. As to function, the operation of his engine is con
tinuous, which means uninterrupted. The Defendants do not object to the
word "continuous" being read in the sense in which it is read by the

5 Plaintiffs; but if it. means. smooth-sided, why is. Blazer's engine not an answer?
The Plaintiffs say that the use of intermeshing toothed blades requires that
one rotor should be driving the other. There is not anything in the Speci
fication that gives support to that.: but the teeth show that in Blazer's engine
one rotor can be driven from the other. So, in Paine's engine, there is con-

10 tinuous expansion and a smooth helix. If one gives to the claim the meaning
that the Plaintiffs ask one to give it, there. could not be any invention in
selecting smooth-sided helices for the purpose of giving continuous expansion.
It is not. obvious that with stepped helices there is continuous expansion,
but it is. obvious where there is a smooth helix. It is clear that the Plaintiffs

15 came into Court. believing that Backstrom had not continuous expansion, but
it, was proved that he had. Nothing turns on the number of teeth in Back
strom' s engine. The word "piston," used in Backstrom's Specification, is
as applicable to Deoenier'e engine as to Backstrom's. The space is con
tinuous and increasing. The distinction made between "continuous" and

20 "uniform" is not, of practical importance. Backstrom disclosed an engine that
in fact operates by the oorrtinuous expansion of a fluid, and in which the two
rotors had intermeshing toothed blades. In view of that, there cannot be
invention. [Gl'°ay K.C.-If Claim 1 is bad, the Plaintiffs are content that
Claim 4 should be treated as bad. ] It has not been proved that as. to

25 efficiency and economy of consumption of motive fluid Denenier's engine is
better than Backstrom'«. It, has been suggested that the latter is commer
cially impossible because of the cost of production ; but the J efjrey engine is
cheaper to make and is sold at a lower price than the Decenier engine,
The onus of showing that the one form is cheaper than the other is on the

30 Plaintiffs, and they have not discharged it. There is no evidence that in 1911
there was anything to deter anyone who wanted to get continuous expansion
from using smooth helices. Backstrom's engine is actually better than
Decenter'e in wear; and as far as leakage iSI concerned, it, provides a greater
impedance. It is impossible to treat Backstrom.'e Specification as a mere

35 paper anticipation. His engine was useful and efficient. To get, the power
required, it was only necessary to increase the diameter of the rotors and
the number of teeth. The commercial form of the engine-s-the Jeffrey
engine-competes with Deoenier'e. As to Backetrom'« not. having included
smooth-sided teeth, he may have thought tha,t he had a better form, and

40 that is so with respect to the avoidance of leakage. Or he may have thought
that it was easier in 1896 to cut the stepped form of teeth. At that. date
there was not helical gearing cut, as in Decenier'e engine. The difficulty
of cutting prevented the use of that form of gearing. In 1911 the smooth
sided helix was the common form, and to uphold the Plaintiff's Patent would

45 be to say that Deventer was not, free to use it. It was obvious that one
could get continuous expansion by using a smooth-sided helix. [Gray K.C.
Deuenier's engine would not be an infringement of Backstrom'.'] Patent,
because the latter was limited to steps.] The problem of continuous expan
sion was well known; the fact that one could get it with B ackstrom'8 engine

50 had been published. In the devices described in the Specifications of Paine,

2 B
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and Blaeer and in " The Practical Mechanics.' Journal" there was continuous
expansion. In Blazer's engine there was a helical gear. Was there inven
tion in altering that engine so as to give one driving by helical teeth ? It. is
a question whether Blazer's Specifica.tion is not a complete antieipation ;
in view of it there cannot, be invention in Claim 1. "Thel Practical Mechanics' 5
J oumal" disclosed' the whole idea of continuous expansion with smooth
sided teeth. Backstrom's Specification is the chief anticipation; it. gives all
that. was necessary for making a successful engine.

Sir Duncan Kerly K.C. followed.-The matters arising in the case were
unfamiliar to almost all the witnesses as matters of design, but the chief 10
questions arequestions of physics. The Jeffrey machine was not, Backstrom's
machine improved by the knowledge of Deoenier. The alleged invention
cannot be described as great; the engines in use are few and uneconomical;
but they are "fool-proof," and run without attention. They are used for
mechanical coal-cutting, The action might well have been tried in the United 15
States, where the machines are more used. Here, there was not any demand
for the machine, because of the labour erouble. That explains why Back
strom's engine was not used before; it was only used when the demand arose.
If Deventer was merely improving Backstrom's engine, he carefully con
cealed the fact. [Gra,y K.C.-If it is said that Deoenier's Specification is 20
incomprehensible, that is not pleaded.] In Natural Colour Kinematograph
Com-pans; v. Bioschemes «(1915) 32 R.P.C. 256) it was said that it is not
necessary to plead that. It has been said that Backstrom;s engine was never
made until Deventer showed how it could be made practically; but that is
a misconception. The machine made exactly according to Backstrom's figure 25
is a good working machine. The distinct thing that Backstrom did was to
introduce steps. He may have thought that there was a, mechanical advan
tage in the stepped form-that there was less, slip, He must have known
that the motive fluid would press equally in all directions, and that in that
respect there was not any advantage in the stepped form. Claim 1 of the 30
Plaintiffs' Specification is a repetition of the. opening words of the Specific
ation, and of all that' was ald. The Plaintiffs. were saying that their improve
ment, was not merely one of design, but was functional. If Deventer's Patent
had come before Backstrom's engine, the latter would have been an infringe
ment; and a thing may be an anticipation that would not be an infringe- 35
ment; anticipation is a wider term. Backstrom's engine has helical grooves,
which are the important thing. Deuenier'e engine is not, an improvement
on Backetroni'e, 'I'he claims in Bockstrom'e American Specification are very
narrow. The expression "continuous helix" must receive such a construc
tion as to include Backstrom's engine. The latter comprises a combination 40
of three integers-a pair of rotors mounted on shafts, intermeshing blades
that drive and a port for the introduction of the expanding fluid. The alleged
improvement admittedly gives no new result. A new combination cannot be
made by replacing one of the integers-the second-by another. It, is agreed
that for transmission the new integer was a known equivalent. Deiienier'e 45.
claim either includes Backntrom'» device, whether or not, it includes Paine's
or Blazer's, or it comes within the Kinematograph case (ubi supra). The
Patent is either for only a particular form of teeth, and, if so, is bad; or it is
wanting in subject-matter, halving regard to Backstrom's disclosure. 'I'here is
not any distinction of function between Backeirom'e engine and Denenier'e, and 50
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if there is any distinction of form it is not, such as to make any difference to
an engineer.

Gray K.C. replied.-The invention is small. There are three questions to be
considered. What is the true construction of the Specification? Is Claim 1

5 anticipated? If not, is there any invention that has been taken by the
Defendants? As to construction, it is impossible for anyone desiring to give a
sensible meaning to the Specification to say that, it includes Paine's device or
Blazer's. In reading Deuenier'e Specification it is not to bel assumed that
Backstrom's, or any other particular Spe.cification was known. The Specifica-

10 tion tells .one that, the teeth are to be continuous helices. It is not contemplated
that one of the rotors shall have a configuration different from that- of the.
other. Lawrence J. has said that, if it is possible to construe the Specification
in two ways, of which one would make the Pat-ent valid and the other would
make it invalid, the Court must choose the interpretation that would make it

15 valid. The Patentees are claiming the combination of continuous helices and
continuous expansion. The spirit of the claim is that the toothed blades are to
be arranged in the form of continuous helices. If there was a long-felt, want,
the onus is on the Defendants to show why the want, was, not supplied. The
Defendants, as an American firm, are in a position to explain the absence of

20 a supply. The lapse of time between Backstrom's Patent and Deventer's is
such that tho Court, will assume that it was not obvious to take the De-center
form from the Backstrom form. Backstrom was trying to avoid slipping. The
evidence shows that Backetrowi'e Specification was not an anticipation.
Wood's evidence shows that there was a want, for such an engine as Deventer's.

25 It is not disputed that that engine supplied the want, Wood, so lat,e as during
the war, wanted to buy Deventer's Patient. Backstrom's engine did not meet
the long-felt want. The kind of engine Backstrom recommended was one with
five grooves. When the Plaintiffs engine came on the market there were ten
or twelve-grooved engines on the market. The Plaintiffs' evidence was that

30 the Backsironi engine was commercially impossible, and that the cost of
making it even with five grooves is much more than the cost, of making
Deoenier'e engine. The evidence as to the cost of manufacture is inconclusive.
In the device described in " The Practical Mechanics' Journal," there is not
continuous expansion; the air is supplied at the end, not continuously, but at,

35 every revolution. As to tEe contention that, with the helix as. shown in the
Plaintiffs' Drawings, the engine would not drive at all, any engineer would
have known that the incline of the teeth must be made sufficient to give the
drive. It is impossible to contend that Blazer's Specification affects the
subject-matter ; there is no intermeshing for driving. Paine's engine is

40 immensely inferior to Deventer's or Backstrom's. It has been said that
Backstrom's helices may be described as continuous; but Deuenier'e
Specification makes it plain that his idea was to substibute continuous helices
for discontinuous helices. Backstrom's engine would not have been an
infringement if it had come after Deventer's.

45 Judgment was reserved, and was delivered on the 29th of July, 1921.
LORD STE,RNDALE M.R.-I have had the advantage of reading the judgment

which will be delivered in this case by Lord J ustice WARRINGTON, in which he
discusses the Plaintiffs' Specification and also the other Specifications to which
we were referred during the argument. I agree with his examination of them

50 and with the conclusions at, which he has arrived, and I think it is. of no use to

2 B 2
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The Plaintiffs, however, relied upon a contention that their engine was. more
efficient, and also cheaper to manufacture than Backstrom's or any other
engine, I am inclined to think that Backstrom did believe the toothed blades
with large teeth and few blades as shown in his Drawings to be the most, efficient

5 form, and bhat he believed there was some special virtue in the large teeth. In
that, I think, he was wrong, but, as I shall mention later, engines could be and
were made within his Specification with smaller teeth and more blades, which
are the engines at present competing with the Plaintiffs.'. I do not think that
the evidence, either as to efficiency or as to cost" is satisfactory on either side,

10 but, it is for the Plaintiffs to make out, greater efficiency and cheapness if they
rely upon it. I do not see my way to differ from the finding of Mr. Justice
Lauirence that bhey have not made it out. Perhaps the strongest part of the
Plaintiffs' case lay in their contention that novelty and subject-matter were
shown by the fact that, although Backstrom's Patent was dated 1896, no practi-

15 cal working engine was made in accordance with it until after the Plaintiffs'
Patent, and that when it was made in the form of what; was' called the Jeffrey
engine it was, though within Backstrom's Patent and not alleged to bel an
infringement of the Plaintiffs', more like the Plaintiffs' than Backstrom's, by rea
son of the smaller teeth and larger number of blades. approximating more nearly

20 to the smooth and numerous blades of the Plaintiffs' than to the large toothed
and few blades, of Backstrom. From this the Plaintiffs argued that their Patent
really was the guide which enabled a workable engine to be made, within
Backstrom's Patent and that this fact showed that there was both novelty and
subject-matter in the invention. I have felt the force of this contention, but

25 the evidence on the point was contradictory, and reasons were given for the
delay in making engines according to Backstrom's Patent, and, on the whole,
I am not satisfied that bhe Plaintiffs have made out such an effect on previous
knowledge and previous patents as to show subject-matter.

I think that the appeal should be dismissed with costs.

30 WARRINGTON L.J.-Tha action in which this appeal arises is one for
infringement, of a Patent. The Defendants denied infringement, and contested
the validity of the Patent alleging want of novelty and of invention.
Mr. Justice Lawrence found that the Defendants had infringed and bhat the
Patent was not invalid for want of novelty, but, held that there was not

35 sufficient invention to support a patent and accordingly that the Patent was
invalid for want of subject-matter. The Plaintiffs appeal. The Defendants
no longer contest, the allegation of infringement" but, they insist that the learned
Judge was right on the question of subject-matter; they also renew before
us the defence founded on want. of novelty so far as this differs from. that of

40 want of subject-matter.

The Patent No. 12,623 of 1911 is for" Improvements in and relating to rotary
" engines," namely, engines in which the effective part is caused to rotate
by the direct applicabion thereto of the motive fluid-generally compressed
steam or compressed air-operating by expansion, as distinct, from reciprocating

4~ engines in which the necessary motion is brought aboub by the alternate move
ment of a piston within a cylinder.

The first question in this, as in all such cases, is:-What is the true con
struction of the Specification; that is to say, what is the invention which the
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Patentees describe and claim ? The Specification opens with the following
statement : "This invention relates to rotary engines of the type comprising
" rotors mounted on shafts and having intermeshing toothed blades on their
" peripheries so as to form closed pockets or buckets which increase in volume
" as the rotors rotate, and a port, located in a, member through which port 5
" motive fluid is supplied to the pockets, and the principal object of the present
" invention is to provide an improved form of such rotary engine, which shall
" be simple and compact in arrangement, and which shall be very efficient in
" operation and economical in the consumption of the motive fluid. Another
" object is to provide means for reversing the engine." Pausing there for a 10
moment, in the passage that I have read, the Patentees accept as existing and
known a certain type of rotary engine, and propose to describe an improved
form of an engine of that, type. They do not refer to, nor, so far as we are
aware, did they know of, any previous Specifications relating to such a t.ype of
engine. They then proceed: "Wit,h these and other objects in view one of 15
" t,he main features of the present invention consists in a, rotary engine of the
" type referred to, characterised by the fact that the toothed blades are arranged
" in the form of continuous "helices, thereby allowing expansion of the motive
" fluid to be continuous. No claim is made to these-two features per se, but
" it, is desired to claim the combination as above stated." There follows a 20
passage not, material to the present purpose, and then we have this :
" Another important, feature consists in providing each rotor with a set of
" right-handed and left-handed blades, all springing from the same transverse
" plane, the fluid admission port or ports for each pair of rotors being located
" in a member or members arranged longitudinally of the rotors and adapted to 25
" cover a portion of the periphery of adj acent rotors. " There then follows an
elaborate description of the engine in its improved form, and of certain
modifications with reference to Drawings, and a description of its operation,
which it is unnecessary to read.

The first Claim is as follows : " A rotary engine comprising rotors mounted 30
" on shafts and having intermeshing toothed blades on their peripheries so as
" to form closed pockets or buckets which increase in volume as the rotors
"rotate, and a port located in a member through which port motive fluid
" is supplied to the buckets, characterised by the fact that the toothed blades
" are arranged in the form of continuous helices thereby allowing expansion 35
" of the motive fluid to be continuous." It is on this Claim that the question
arises, and I need not read any of the others,

It will be observed that the description of the engine claimed, exclusive of
the passage beginning with the word " characterised," is identical with the
description of the type of engine which it is proposed to improve. It 40
is obvious, therefore, that the invention claimed consists .of the features by
which the engine is said to be " characterised." These are clearly (1) the
arrangement of the toothed blades in continuous helices, and (2) the fact that
thereby the expansion of the motive fluid is allowed to be continuous. First,
what is meant, by the arrangement of the toothed blades in continuous helices? 45
It is, I think, plain that by "toothed blades" the Patentees mean the same,
thing as. the teeth of an ordinary gear wheel, the special feature being that each
tooth is disposed on the periphery in a helix, that is to say, at an angle to the
axis of the wheel. This helix is said to be " continuous," and by this, I think,
is meant that it is an unbroken or, as it has been sometimes called in the 50
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course of the argument, a smooth line. In other words, the sides of each
tooth are smooth and regular, as are those of the teeth of an ordinary gear
wheel. So far as I am entitled to look at the Drawings for this purpose, they
confirm the view I have expressed as to the meaning of the word " continuous,"

5 but. I should have come to the same conclusion without, their help. The second
characteristic, unfortunately for the Patentees, does not, exist. It, is true that
the expansion is continuous, but it, is proved that this is not the result of the
purticular arrangement of the toothed blades. I may say here that the Illere
fact that a patentee claims for his invention as a, result something which is not

10 in fact a, result, not! of itselfdcprivc a real invention of the quality or
subjeet-mat.tcr , but, where the alleged invention is a simple substit.ubion of one
form of arrangement for another already known, the attribution by the patentee
to the arrangement he selects of a, result which is not one in fact ma,y have some
bearing on the question whether his suggestion was the result of a mere guess,

15 or of genuine reflection and experiment.

As a matter of construction, I think the conclusion is inevitable that the Claim
is an exceedingly narrow one, limited to the arrangement of the toothed blades
in a continuous helix; that is to aay, in such a, wa<y tha,t, each blade continues
its course on the periphery of the rotor ut the chosen angle to the axis without

20 break.

I now turn to the question whether the Specification discloses and claims
something which is the subject-matter of a As to the defence of
anticipation in the strict, sense, I agree with Justice Lawrence that this

and for the reasons given by him, and I propose to say no more about" it,
25 The really serious question is whether there was in what the Patentees claimed

sufficient invention to support the Patent. This, of course, depends upon the
state of public knovvledge on the subject in the year 1911, and by "public
IT",),'>,.TIn..0ln'n. " is meant the knovvledge of that section of the public which is
nn"nnl\"l~-Y·lt--'.rl with the matters in quosbion. It was well-known that for gear which

30 in the trunsrrrission of power, a helical arrangement, of the teeth
SODle purposes, an advantage, and, further, tha,t the teeth might be so

~.L.CV.L"~UV\. as to describe on the periphery of the wheel either, on the one hand, a
or or, on the other hand, a continuous or unbroken line.

forms arrangement are deseribed and illustrated in " The Mechanics of
35 Sir Alexander (1886), and in " 'I'he Elements of

Machine " by Professor Caurthorne U'nunn (1903). For gearing pur-
poses, therefore, each of these arrangerneuts must be regarded as a known
equivalent for the other. Further, from the Specification itself the, Patentees,
at all events, must be taken to have known that intermeshed tooth wheels in

40 familiar use for transmission of power might be employed as rotors to be actuated
by t,he expansion of motive fluid by enclosing them through some part.ion of the
periphery so as to form" closed pockets or buc~ets." Further, it, is obvious, and
the Patentees must be presumed to have known, that, the pockets. could only be
made to increase in volume under pressure, and the rotor be thereby made to

45 rotate if what I ma,y can the walls of the pocket are inclined at an angle to the
axis of the rotor, or in other words, are arranged in the form of helices.

Finally, in 1896 one Bncketrom., an American engineer, had published in
England a Specification which describes a engine of the referred to
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by the present Patentees, operated in the same manner as the engine described
by them, with t,he sole difference, so far as the, principles of operation, as
distinct from methods of manufacture or design are concerned, that the blades,
though arranged in helices, are broken into st,eps, and thus describe on the
periphery of the rotor a stepped or zig-zag, instead of a, continuous line. In 5
fact, of the t\VO well-known. equivalent forms of helical gearing as used for the
transmission of power, Backstrom, for the production of rotary movement, has
adopted one form, and the present, Patentees have adopted the other. The
Plaintiffs have not, in my opinion, established any mechanical fact tending to
show that, for the purpose of the initial application of power, as distinct from 10
transmission, there was any known quality of either form which would dis
tinguish it from the other in the mind of a person considering which he would
choose. I thought at one tirne that Backstrom may have had some such dis
tinction in his mind when he refers to the analogy of the piston, but when I
look at his statement carefully, I find that, it is the zig-zag blade as a whole, and 15
not each step thereon, which is referred to as a piston, and such a description of
its function would be applicable as much to the continuous blade as to the
zig-zag one. Unless there are some facts of sufficient force to rebut the effect
of those I have just stated, I should myself feel bound to conclude that it must,
be presumed that in 1911 the continuous or smooth helix was, for such a, pur- 20
pose as tha,t now under consideration, known to be an equivalent to the stepped
helix, as it undoubtedly was for the purpose of transmission, and, consequently,
that there was no sufficient invention in the adoption of the continuous helix to
justify the gra,nt of a, patent.

But the Plaintiffs say there were further facts and circumstances which 25
ought to prevent such a conclusion. What they say is this: Backstrom's
invention was published in 1896. No single engine made in accordance with
his Specification is shown to have belen in use in this country until after the
publication of the Plaintiffs' Specification in 1911. Engines made in accordance
with the Plaintiffs' Specification came into use in 1914. Then, for the first time 30
an engine with stepped blades was introdueed into this country, but they say
that this engine, the one made by the Jeffery Company, has such a large number
of steps on the helical blades that it is not making a, Backstrom- engine at all.
In this last contention I think they fail, because, in my judgment" Backetrom.
lays no stress on the number of teeth, but, regards this question as one for the 35
designer. However, for the present purpose, this matter, namely, whether
the modern engine with stepped blades is within Backstrom:« Patent or not,
seems to me to be of no real importance. These rotary engines are chiefly
used in connection with coal-mining machinery, for which purpose, owing to
their simplicity and the safety with which they can be used, they are specially 40
adapted. The Plaintiffs say that, unless t,here is something which materially
differentiates their engine from Backstrom's,. it, is hard to understand why the
latter never came into use in this country until theirs had been invented and
put -on the market. I do not think either side gives a, satisfactory explanation
of the failure of the Backstrom engine to be taken into use until after the 45
introduction of the Plaintiffs'. On the other hand, I do not think the Plaintiffs
prove that there was a,ny great demand in this country for such an engine prior
to the war, and I am inclined to think, looking at the dates, that it was the
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increased demand tor coal-getting machinery in this country owing to the war
that brought about the use of both t,ypes of engines.

But the Plaintiffs say further that the adoption of the Plaintiffs' engine is due
to its being cheaper to make and simpler in construction. It is certainly simpler

5 in construction, each rotor being in a single piece with the grooves and corres
ponding teeth cut on i ts surface ; whereas the stepped tooth construction involves
the making of a number of discs, according to the number of steps, then putting
.theso together and cutting the teeth on their rims, then arranging them on the
shaft so that each tooth is in its proper place in reference to its' neighbour. But,

10 though the process of manufacture may be simpler in the one case than in the
other, it by no means follows that one is cheaper to make bhan the other, and on
the evidence I come to the same conclusion as Mr. J ustice Lauirence, that the
Plaintiffs have not made out that it is materially cheaper-to make their engine
than it is to make one with stepped blades.

15 The result is that, in my opinion, the continuous helix, the only new feature
in the Plaintiffs' invention, was. an equivalent, and for the reasons already
given, a known equivalent of the, stepped helix, and accordingly there was not
sufficient subject-matter to support the Patent.

The appeal, therefore, in my judgment, fails, and must be dismissed with
20 costs.

YOUNGER L.J.-I entirely concur in the conclusion reached in this case by
my Lord, the Lord Justice, and the learned Judge. I think that this appeal
should be dismissed.

I am glad to believe that that conclusion can be so fully justified by the
25 reasons for it, which have been given. I am thereby emboldened to add

another, probably more doubtful, but possessing an element of simplicity
which is attractive to a mere amateur in these matters. As I read the first
Claim in Denenier's Specification, which, unlike Claim 7, makes no reference
to the accompanying Drawings, I am struck with the emphasis which, as

30 matter of construction, is placed upon the concluding words" thereby allowing
" expansion of the motive fluid to be cont,inuous." I read the Claim which so
concludes as one for a rotary engine comprising rotors mounted on shafts
and having intermeshing toothed blades on their peripheries....
characterized by the fact that the toothed blades are arranged in a, form

35 which, being properly described as a form of continuous helices, is of a.
character which allows expansion of the motive fluid to be continuous, I agree
that, if one refers to the Drawings, one will find there illustrated smooth blades,
and not, blades which are s.tepped, but Claim 1 does not refer to the Drawings,
and I agree with Sir Duncan Kerly in thinking that the extent of this Claim

40 may be conveniently judged by supposing that Backeirom'» Specification had
followed Decenier's, instead of preceding it, and by asking whether
Backstrom's stepped gear arranged in helical lines would in that case halve
been an infringement of the Deventer Patent. I feel the difficulty that
Sir Duncan Kerly put to us on this point. Is that stepped gear so arranged

45 not fairly within the description of continuous helices in the Deventer
Specification ? I think that it is, while it is now conclusively demonstrated by the
evidence that there is thereby obtained continuous expansion of the motive
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fluid, the necessary and essential qualification of the continuous helices
referred to in Claim 1 of the Deventer Specification to entitle them to maintain
it. To this aspect of the case I would a,pply the words of the learned Judge:
" When it was clearly demonstrated that the Backstrom engine provided for
" this continuous expansion of the motive fluid, I think the bottom of the 5
Plaintiffs' invention really fell out."

In other words, the Plaintiffs' Specification has been anticipated by
Backstrom in this respect, and their Patent is on that ground invalid.

IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE.-CHANCERY DIVISION.

Before MR. JUSTICE EVE.

July 5t,h and 6th, 1921.

C. NESTLE & Co. Ln. v. EUGENE Ln.

10

Patent.-Action for infringement.-Injunction.-..4lleged Contempt of Court.

-Motion.-Construction.-Defendants held not to have inirinqed,

The Plaintiffs were the owners of a, Patent granted for an inoeniion of "Im- 15
provements in Hair Curlers.' Claim 1 of the Specification was as follotvs:-

" A hair curler com.prieinq a, tube, a rod-like element within said. tube and pro-

" jecting somewhat from the open end of said. tube, and a ratchet and detent

" connection between the tube and the rod-like element, whereby the latter

" element ma,y be rotated within the tube in one direction" but not in the other. " 20
The patented hair curler was intended for use in connection with a process for

what is known as the permaneni. waving of Ladies' hair, praciieed. by the

Patentee for some yearrs prior to the date of the Patent. In 1920 the P'laintiffs
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